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Bertrand Arthur William Russell (1872–1970) was a British philosopher, logician, essayist and social critic. He was best known for his work with mathematical logic and analytical philosophy. Together with G.E. Moore, Russell is commonly known as one of the main founders of modern analytical philosophy. Together with Kurt Gödel, he is regularly
considered one of the most important loogies of the 20th century. During his long career, Russell also contributed to a wide range of topics, including the history of ideas, ethics, political and educational theory, and religious studies. General readers have benefited from his many popular writings on a wide range of topics. Marked by controversy - including
expulsions from both Trinity College, Cambridge and City College, New York - Russell was awarded the Medal of Merit in 1949 and the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1950. Russell was also known for his many anti-nuclear demonstrations and campaigns against Western involvement in the Vietnam War, and he remained a prominent public figure until his death
at the age of 97. Bertrand Arthur William Russell (1872–1970) was a British philosopher, logician, essayist and social critic. He was best known for his work with mathematical logic and analytical philosophy. Together with G.E. Moore, Russell is commonly known as one of the main founders of modern analytical philosophy. Together with Kurt Gödel, he is
regularly considered one of the most important loogies of the 20th century. During his long career, Russell also contributed to a wide range of topics, including the history of ideas, ethics, political and educational theory, and religious studies. General readers have benefited from his many popular writings on a wide range of topics. Marked by controversy including expulsions from both Trinity College, Cambridge and City College, New York - Russell was awarded the Medal of Merit in 1949 and the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1950. Russell was also known for his many anti-nuclear demonstrations and campaigns against Western involvement in the Vietnam War, and he remained a prominent public figure until
his death at the age of 97. The key to the human nature Marx found in wealth and Freud in sex, Bertrand Russell finds in power. According to him, power is the ultimate goal of man and is in many ways the single most important factor in the development of any society. In the late 1930s, when extremist ideologies were tearing Europe apart and the world was
on the brink of war, Russell set out to discover new science to understand the traumatic events of the day and explain those who would follow suit. The result was Power, a remarkable book that Russell considered one of the most important of his long career. rejection of desire Russell shows how political enlightenment and human understanding can lead to
peace - his book is a passionate call to mind independence and a celebration of the instinctive joy of human life. Power: New social analysis cover of first editionAuthorBertrand RussellCountryUnited KingdomLanguageEnglishSubjectSocial philosophyPublisherAllen &amp; UnwinPublication date1938Media typePrint (Hardcover and Paperback)Pages328
Power: A New Social Analysis by Bertrand Russell (1st imp. London 1938, Allen &amp; Unwin, 328 ed.) is a work of social philosophy written by Bertrand Russell. For Russell, power is the ability to achieve goals. Russell, in particular, has in mind social power, that is, power over people. [1] The volume contains several arguments. However, four themes play
a key role in the overall work. The first theme given in the analysis is that the lust for power is part of human nature. Secondly, the work emphasises that forms of social power are different and that these forms are fundamentally interlinked. Thirdly, Power requires organizations to usually communicate with certain types of people. Finally, the work ends by
arguing that an arbitrary ruler can and should be silenced. Throughout the work, Russell aims to develop a new method for developing the entire social sciences. For him, all the subjects of social sciences are only the study of various forms of power – mainly economic, military, cultural and civic – (Russell 1938:4). [2] In the end, he hoped that social science
would be solid enough to capture the laws of social dynamics that would describe how and when one form of power would change to another. (Russell 1938:4–6) As a secondary goal of the work, Russell wants to counter the one-reason narratives of social power, such as the economic determinism he has caused Karl Marx. (Russell 1938:4, 95) [3] Work The
new social analysis examines at least four general issues: the nature of power, forms of power, the structure of organisations and the ethics of power. The nature of power Russell's view of human nature, like that of Thomas Hobbes, is somely pessimistic. Russell says the desire to empower himself is unique to human nature. In addition to Homo sapiens, no
other animal, he says, is able to be so dissatisfied with their plot that they should try to collect more goods than meet their needs. The impulse to power, as he calls it, will not arise unless basic desires have been tolerated. (Russell 1938:3) Then the imagination confuses and motivates the actor to gain more power. Russell thinks that the love of power is
almost universal among men, even though it draws different shadows from person to person. A person with great ambitions may become the next Caesar, but others may be content to rule the home. (Russell Philosophy was one of Russell's subjects This impulse to power is not only explicitly present in the leaders, but sometimes implicitly in those who
follow. It is clear that managers can pursue and benefit from the implementation of their own agenda, but a genuinely cooperative company, followers seem to benefit from the leadership's achievements. (Russell 1938:7–8) In highlighting this point, Russell explicitly rebukes Friedrich Nietzsche's infamous master-slave morality claim. Russell explains: Most
men don't feel the qualifications needed to lead a group to victory in themselves, and are therefore looking for a captain who seems to have the courage and finesmancy needed to achieve supremacy... Nietzsche accused Christianity of incubing slave morality, but ultimate victory was always the goal. Blessed are the humble because they inherit the earth. '
(Russell 1938:9, emphasize his). The existence of implicit power, he explains, is the reason why people are able to tolerate social inequality for a long time (Russell 1938:8). However, Russell quickly discovers that invoking human nature should not come at the cost of ignoring the extraordinary personal temperaments of those seeking power. After Adler
(1927) – and to some extent, playing nietzsche – he distinguishes individuals into two categories: those who are rude in a particular situation and those who are not. Russell tells us that the love of power is unlikely to be based on the Freudian complex (that is, father's heartburn, mother's lust, drive toward Eros and Thanato (love and death drives that form
the basis for all people, etc.), but rather a sense of justice created by extraordinary and deep-rooted self-confidence. (Russell 1938:11) Imperious person thrives due to both mental and social factors. For example, imperious usually have internal confidence in their own competence and determination, which is relatively lacking in followers. (Russell 1938:13)
In reality, imperiousness may or may not have genuine skill; Rather, the source of their power may also arise from their hereditary or religious... (Russell 1938:11) I have serious doubts as to whether the men who will become pirate chiefs are the ones full of their father's retrospective terror, or whether Napoleon in Austerlitz really felt avenged by Madame
Mère. I don't know anything about Attila's mother, but I suspect she spoiled a little sweetheart who later found the world annoying because it sometimes resisted her whim. (1938:11) Bertrand Russell (1938:11) Non-imperious persons include those who submit to the ruler and those who withdraw completely from the situation. A confident and competent
leadership candidate can withdraw from a situation where he or she lacks to challenge a particular authority, to be timid because of temperament, simply there are no means of acquiring power by conventional methods, are completely indifferent to power issues and/or curbed by a well-developed sense of duty. (Russell 1938:13–17) Thus, while an imperious
speaker tends to favor a passionate audience over a sympathetic one, a timid speaker (or subject matter) has the opposite preference. The irritable speaker is mainly interested in a crowd that has given more rash emotions than reflection. (Russell 1938:18) The speaker tries to create two layers of faith in his crowd: a superficial layer in which the power of the
enemy is magnifyed so that great courage seems necessary, and a deeper layer with a firm conviction of victory (Russell 1938:18). Instead, timid detectives seek a sense of belonging and reassurance that seems to be one of those crowds, all of which feel alike (Russell 1938:17). When someone has a crisis of confidence and is in an appalling situation, they
tend to behave in a predictable way: firstly, they submit to the rule of those who seem to have more authority over the most essential task, and secondly, they surround themselves with a mass of people with equally low confidence. People are therefore resigned to the regime of the leader in a kind of urgent solidarity. (Russell 1938:9–10) [4] [5] Forms of
power At first, Russell is interested in classifying different ways in which man can have power over another — what he calls forms of power. Forms can be divided into two: the effect on individuals and psychological types of effects. (Russell 1938:24,27) [6] To understand how organizations work, Russell explains, we must first understand the basic methods
by which they can exercise power at all — that is, we need to understand how individuals are persuaded to adhere to some authority. Russell divides forms of influence into three very common categories: the power and coercion; the power of the lures, such as air conditioning and group compliance of the operators; and the power of propaganda and/or habit
(Russell 1938:24). [7] To explain each form, Russell gives pictures. The power of sheer force is like tying a rope around a pig's belly and lifting it on board, ignoring its screams. The power of attraction is perplexed by two things: either conditioning, such as circus animals trained to perform this or bringing the trick to the public, or the conceding of a group,
such as when a sheep leader is dragged in chains to follow the rest of the flock. Finally, the power of propaganda is reminiscent of using a carrot and grabbing the behavior of a donkey in the sense that the donkey is convinced that actions (following a carrot, avoiding a stick) would be more or less beneficial. (Russell 1938:24) Russell makes the distinction
between traditional, revolutionary and naked forms of psychological influence. (Russell 1938:27) These psychological types overlap in some respects with forms of influence: for example, naked power can be reduced simply to coercion. (Russell 1938:63) But the other types are separate analysis units and require separate treatments. Naked and economic
power When power is used in the absence of other forms, it is called naked power. In other words, naked power is a ruthless use of force without the will or the attempt to consent. In all cases, the sources of naked power are powerless fears and goals of the powerful (Russell 1938:127). As an example of naked power, Russell recalls the story of Agathocles,
the son of ceramics who became a tyrant of Syracuse. (Russell 1938:69–72) Russell argues that naked power arises within the government under certain social circumstances: when two or more fanatical creeds fight for government and when all traditional beliefs have degenerated. The period of naked power can end with foreign conquest, the creation of
stability, and/or the rise of a new religion (Russell 1938:74). The process by which an organization achieves sufficient prominenty to be able to exercise naked power can be described as a three-step rule (Russell 1938:63). According to this rule, what begins with fanaticism for a crowd will eventually produce conquest through naked power. In the end, the
concession of the isolation population turns naked power into a traditional force. Finally, once traditional power has taken hold, it begins to suppress dissent by using naked power. For Russell, economic power is along the same lines as the power of conditioning. (Russell 1938:25) Unlike Marx, however, he stresses that economic power is not a priority, but is
based on a combination of forms of power. According to his report, the economy depends to a large extent on the functioning of the law, in particular property law; and the law is largely a power of opinion that cannot be fully explained by pay, labor and trader. (Russell 1938:95) Ultimately, Russell argues that economic power is achieved by the ability to
defend one's own territory (and conquer other lands), own materials for the cultivation of resources, and be able to meet the requirements of others on the market. (Russell 1938:97–101, 107) The power of opinion (and above) in Russell's model, power over the religions and habits of individuals is easy to miscalculated. He argues that, on the one hand, the
determinists of the economy had underestimated the power of opinion. On the other hand, however, he argues that the case is easy to make, that all power power to opinion: Armies are useless unless soldiers believe in why they are fighting... The law is impotent unless it's usually followed. (Russell 1938:109) Yet he acknowledges that military force can
cause opinion, and (with a few exceptions) the thing that first gives an opinion on power: we therefore have a kind of sight: firstly, pure persuasion leading to the conversion of a minority; force shall then be used to ensure that the rest of the Community is exposed to the right propaganda; and finally, the genuine belief of the vast majority that makes the use of
force superfluous again. (Russell 1938:110) It is not entirely true that persuasion is one thing and strength is another. Many forms of persuasion - many of which accept - are actually a kind of force. Think about what we're going to do with our kids. We don't tell them: Some people think the earth is round, and others think it's flat; When you grow into a father,
you can, if you like, examine the evidence and form your own conclusion. Instead, we say, The earth is round. When our children are old enough to examine the evidence, our propaganda has shut their minds... (1938:221) Bertrand Russell (1938:221) Thus, while power over opinion can be done by force or without power, the power of faith is created only
after a strong and convincing minority has voluntarily adopted a creed. The exception is Western science, which apparently rose in cultural appeal despite being unpopular with the founding forces. [8] Russell explains that the popularity of science is not based on public respect for reason, but is entirely based on science producing technology and technology
producing the things that people want. Similarly, religion, advertising and propaganda all have power because of their links to the wishes of their audience. Russell's conclusion is that reason is very limited, although precise, influencing people's opinions. Reason is only effective when it appeals to desire. (Russell 1938:111–112) Russell then inquires about
the power that the power of reason has in the community, as opposed to fanaticism. It seems that the power of reason is that it is able to increase the likelihood of practical things succeeding through technical efficiency. The price of allowing reasoned research is the tolerance of intellectual dissent, which in turn arouses skepticism and dims the power of
fanaticism. On the other hand, it seems that the Community will be stronger and more united if there is broad agreement within it with certain religions, and a reasoned debate is rare. If these two opposing conditions both have to be fully exploited for short-term profits, it would require two things: firstly, that both the majority opinion (through strength and
propaganda) and, secondly, that intellectual class (through reasoned discussion). In the long run, however, religion tends to provoke fatigue, light skepticism, outright disbelief, and finally apathy. (Russell 1938:123–125) An example of war-time propaganda, Russell is acutely aware that power seeks to unite in the hands of a minority, and no less when it
comes to taking over opinion. [9] The result is systematic propaganda or a state propaganda monopoly. Perhaps surprisingly, Russell avers that the consequences of systematic propaganda are not as serious as one might expect. (Russell 1938:114–115) A true monopoly of opinion leads to careless arrogance on the part of leaders and indifference to the
welfare of controlled power and credibility on behalf of a governed government towards the state. In the long run, the net result is: [delaying] the revolution, but making it more violent when it comes. When only one doctrine is officially allowed, men are not allowed to practice thinking or weighing options; only a great wave of passionate rebellion can eliminate
orthodoxy; and for the opposition to become wholehearted and violent enough to achieve success, it seems necessary to deny even what was true in the dogma of the government (Russell 1938:115). Instead, the cunning propagandist of the modern state allows dissent so that false established opinions have something to react to. In Russell's words, lies
need competition to maintain their energy. (Russell 1938:115) Revolutionary versus traditional power Among psychological types of influence, we have a difference between traditional, naked and revolutionary power. (Naked power, as stated earlier, is the use of coercion without the use of legitimacy.) With a traditional administration, Russell has in mind the
ways in which people invoke the power of the custom to justify political governance. In this sense, traditional power is psychological rather than historical; because traditional power is not entirely based on commitment to linear historical religions, but rather on mere manners. Nor does traditional power have to be based on real history, but must be based on
an imagined or fabricated history. So he writes that both religious and secular innovators – at least those who have been most successful – have, where possible, appealed to tradition and done everything possible to minimize elements of novelty in their system. (Russell 1938:40) The two clearest examples of traditional power are king power and cleric rule.
Russell traces both historically to specific roles that served some activity in early societies. The priest resembles a tribal medicine man thought to have unique powers of swearing and healing at his disposal (Russell In most modern modern priests rely on charismatic authority based on religious social movements that have been more effective at capturing
power than those religions that lack iconic founders (Russell 1938:39–40). The king's history is harder to study, and the scholar can only speculate on their origins. At least the war seems to have progressed to the power of kings, even though warmaking was not the king's original mission (Russell 1938:56). When forms of traditional power end, creeds
usually change accordingly. If traditional religions are not suspected without alternatives, the traditional authority will increasingly rely on the exercise of naked power. And when traditional creeds are completely replaced by alternatives, conventional power generates revolutionary power (Russell 1938:82). Revolutionary power differs from traditional power in
that it appeals to the popularity of the people, who plead for some creed, and not just for the people to say yes or get used to. Therefore, for a revolutionary, power is a means of being decided, and the end is some kind of creed. Regardless of his intentions, the power of the revolutionary seeks either to turn back into a naked force or a traditional force over
time (Russell 1938:82). The revolutionary has at least two particular problems. Firstly, the transformation back into naked power occurs when revolutionary power has long existed without reaching a solution to its central conflict. At some point, the original goal of the creed is usually forgotten, and thus the fanatics of the movement change their goals and
strive for sheer domination (Russell 1938:92). Secondly, the revolutionary must always deal with the threat of counterrevolucts, and therefore he has a dilemma: since revolutionary power must, by definition, think that the original revolution was justified, it cannot logically claim that all subsequent revolutions must be evil (Russell 1938:87). It is also possible to
move to traditional power. Just as there are two kinds of traditional power - priest and king - there are two kinds of revolutionary power, namely the Lucky Soldier and the Divine Conqueror. Russell classified Benito Mussolini and Napoleon Bonaparte as lucky soldiers and Adolf Hitler, Oliver Cromwell and Vladimir Lenin as divine conquerors (Russell 1938:12).
Traditional forms, however, have only an imperfect relationship with revolutionary forms. Organizational structure Once Russell has become acquainted with the reader in forms of power, he applies these forms to the range of organizations. The purpose of discussing organisations is that they appear to be one of the most common sources of social power.
[10] By organization, Russell refers to a group of people who share some activities and objectives, which is to: power redibuilt (Russell 1938:128). Organizations differ in size and type, although they are all common, the tendency for power inequality increases as membership increases. An exhaustive list of organisation types would be impossible because the
list would be as long as the list of human reasons for organizing into groups. Russell, however, is only interested in a small sample of organizations. The army and the police, economic organisations, educational organisations, rights organisations, political parties and churches are all recognised as social entities. (Russell 1938:29–34,128,138-140) The
researcher can also measure the organisation by means of communication, transport, size and separation of powers in relation to the population. (Russell 1938:130,132-134) Improved communication and transport capabilities tend to stabilise larger organisations and disrupt smaller organisations. No particular organisation can be easily reduced to a
particular form of power. For example, the police and the army are quite clearly instruments of force and coercion, but it would be easy to say that they have power simply because they can physically coercion. Rather, some see the police as a tool of a legitimate institution, and the organisation depends on propaganda and the way in which the people's
honour is preserved. Similarly, financial organisations operate by using stabilisation in the form of money; However, the strength of the economy depends to a large extent on the operational functioning of law enforcement, which allows the regulation of trade, peace and property rights. (Russell 1938:25,95) Russell believes that the overall impact of an
organization is either to increase people's well-being or to support the survival of the organization itself: Mainly, the impacts of organizations, with the exception of those resulting from state self-preservation, are such that they increase individual happiness and well-being. (Russell 1938:170) Organizations and individuals Sharing any person and any person
from a relationship with an organization can be judged by whether the organization facilitates or suppresses a person's desire. The line between suppressing and facilitating tassel is not absolute, but relative. An organisation can benefit one person or category of person while harming another person. Thus, for example, the police enforce law and order, which
facilitates the right of the population. yet they also stifle criminal magic. (Russell 1938:166–171) Among those whose will the organization facilitates are a gentleman, esth, an economic magnate, a political statesman and a covert leader (or political eavesdropping). Every recipient of power is a parasite in certain types of and it has certain key features that
uniquely benefit them (Russell 1938:29–34): Person type: Flourishing: Nuclear virtue(s): Gentleman hereditary power Honor Intellectual... (a) Priest or Sage b) Technocrat (a) Uneducated society b) Educated markets a) Wisdom b) Expertise Economic magnate Large economic organizations Speed, determination, understanding Democratic politician... (a)
Ordinary (b) Demagogue (a) Democracy for peace b) democracy in war, monarchy, oligarchy a) Firm, solid judgment b) Determination, passion, courage Wirepuller Non-meritocracies, nepotism Power, no glory Thus a political wirebook such as Grigori Rasputin enjoys power best when playing the hereditary power of another person, or when the organization
benefits largely from the air of mystery. Instead, the wireworm suffers from the waning of power, when the organizational elite is made of competent individuals (Russell 1938:34). Among those whose will can be suppressed, we can include clients, volunteer members, unintentional members and enemies (in order of ascendant seriousness). Each form of
membership is combined with typical forms of suppression. For the sake of customer or fraud, the customer's pleasure may be inexorable, but this may be useful in providing the customer with the symbolic pleasure of at least some material assets. [11] Voluntary organisations may threaten their members with sanctions such as expulsion. Voluntary
organisations serve the positive task of providing relatively benign channels for human passion for drama and impulse to power. Unintentional membership rejects anything benign. The clearest example of such an organization for Russell is the state. (Russell 1938:171–173) Organisations can also be directed specifically at influencing individuals at some
point in their lives. Consequently, we have midwives and doctors who have a legal obligation to give birth to a baby; as the child grows up, the school, parents and the mass media emerge; with the achievement of working age, the attention of the agent is drawn to the various economic organisations; the Church and the Institute of Marriage affect the actor in
obvious ways; and finally, the state can offer a pension to the elderly (Russell 1938:166–168). Forms of government Forms of government are familiar ways in which organisations establish their leadership structures: monarchies, oligarchs and democracies. In this way, any organisation – whether economic or political – will be able to pursue its objectives.
Each form of government has its own merits and failures: The Social Treaty is an agreement of the conquerors that loses its raison d'état if they are deprived of the benefits of conquest. Bertrand Russell (1938:149) Russell notes that the monarchy is born more naturally than any other All the monarchy needs is for the population to fear the monarchy. and
secondly, that the inner circle of supporters is inspired by both self-confidence and implicit lust for power. (Russell 1938:149–150) However, the monarchy has serious problems. Contra Hobbes, the monarchy cannot be said to be born [of [the social contract]] in a large population. Moreover, if the monarchy is hereditary, royal descendants are unlikely to have
administrative skills; And if not, the civil war will begin to define the next in line. Finally, and perhaps most obviously, the monarch does not necessarily have to take any account of the well-being of his subjects (Russell 1938:150–151). Oligarchy, or the rule of a few of many, comes in many different lies: Hereditary descended aristocracy, which (Russell
claims) is usually conservative, proud, stupid and quite brutal (Russell 1938:151); The bourgeois, merchant class that was supposed to earn his wealth. Historically, according to Russell, they have generally been smarter, sharper and more diplomatic; An industrial class of a completely different type from bourgeois and more adept at forcing than behaving
diplomatically, largely due to their impersonal relationships with their employees; and ideological elites. [12] Ideological elites usually allow the monarchy to return and admit heavy censorship. However, there are also certain strengths to their rules. For example, they are more likely to reach a joint agreement immediately after the revolution; they cannot
represent a hereditary or economic minority of the population; And they tend to be more politically aware and active. (Russell 1983:152–153) Democracy, or over many. The rule of the masses is, in its indestest, positive that it is less likely to lead to civil war than the alternatives. A dual feature of democracy is that representatives are forced to compromise on
their ideologies in order to stay in power, which can curb both positive and negative trends. What is negative is that democracies are not very good at dealing with subjects that require expert authority or quick decisions. Moreover, politicians with agendas easily corrupt democracy. Democracy, too, can easily slip from popular indifference, which allows corrupt
politicians to go unsupervised (Russell 1938:154–159). Ethics of power When Russell has completed the chapters analyzing the meaningful aspects of power in social life, he shifts his attention to the philosophical issues surrounding these problems. Moving into this new terrain, he wonders what can be done to curb the efforts of those who love power. The
answers can be found either in possible collective actions or in individual tasks. Positive and private morale among people women are much more perfect at a certain level of civilization than among savages. And subjectivity is always reinforced by morality. Bertrand Russell on female domination (1938:188–189) There is a difference between positive and
private forms of morality. Positive morality is usually associated with traditional power and respect for ancient principles with a narrow focus; for example, the norms and taboos of marital law. Personal morality is associated with revolutionary power and following a sense of self. (Russell 1938:186–206) The dominant social system has some effect on positive
moral rules as a population governing population. In a system where filial pieties dominate, culture has more emphasis on the wisdom of the elderly. (Russell 1938:188–189) In the monarchy, culture is encouraged to believe in the morality of submission, in which cultural taboos are made available to imagination; both increase social cohesion by encouraging
self-censorship among dissidents. (Russell 1938:190–191) Priestly power is less impressive, even if it's in full bloom. At its peak, priestly power depends on not being opposed by the king and by the morality of the self; and even then it faces a widespread threat of skepticism. (Russell 1938:192–193) However, some moral beliefs do not seem to have any
source in the power annex: for example, the treatment of homosexuality at the beginning of the 20th century does not seem to be linked to the success of a particular ruler. (Russell 1938:194) Russell wonders if, in addition to positive morality, there is another basis for ethics. Russell associates positive morality with conservatism and understands it as a way
of doing things that stifle the spirit of peace and fail to contain controversy. (Russell 1938:197) At the same time, personal morality is the ultimate source of positive morality, and it is based more on intelligence. (Russell 1938:198–199) However, personal morality is so deeply related to the wishes of individuals that if it were to be left as the only guide to moral
behavior, it would lead to the social chaos of an anarchic rebel. (Russell 1938:206) Russell advocates a compromise between positive and private morality and first stresses that there is moral progress that can be made through revolutions. (Russell 1938:199) Secondly, he provides a method by which we can test whether a certain form of private morality is a
form of progress: An individual can see a way of life or social organization that could satisfy more of humanity's aspirations than the existing method. If he really understands and gets people to accept his reforms, he's entitled [to rebellion]. (Russell 1938:206) Philosophy of power Individual power resistance can take two opposite forms: those who enjoy
impulse to power, and those who try to suppress impulse to power altogether. Some of those who have tried to find an escape from impulse to power have resorted to forms of silence or pacifism. One big supporter of such approaches was the philosopher Laozi. From Russell's point of view, such views are inconsistent because they deny themselves only
coercive force, but maintain their interest in persuading others to do their cause; Persuasion is a form of power for Russell. Moreover, he argues that the love of power can actually be a good thing. For example, if you feel a certain obligation to your neighbors, they may try to gain the power to help these neighbors (Russell 1938:215–216). To sum up, the
focus of all politics should not be on denying power, but rather on a certain form of power (Russell 1938:221). The love of power is part of human nature, but power philosophies are crazy in a certain exact sense. Existence of the external world... only a madman can deny... Certified maniacs are silent because they are prone to violence when their beings are
questioned; the unfurnished variety gains control of powerful armies and can cause death and disaster for all sane people who drive within their reach. Bertrand Russell (1938:212) Other thinkers have emphasized the pursuit of power as a virtue. Some philosophies are rooted in the love of power, because philosophies tend to be consistent associations in
pursuit of some goal or desire. Just as philosophy can aspire to truth, it can also aspire to happiness, virtue, salvation, or ultimately power. Of the philosophies that Russell denounces as the love of power: all forms of idealism and antirealism, such as the solipsism of Johann Gottlieb Fichte; certain forms of pragmatism; Henri Bergson's doctrine of creative
evolution; and works by Friedrich Nietzsche (Russell 1938:209–214). According to Russell's power prospects, there are four conditions under which power should be pursued with moral conviction. Firstly, it must only be pursued as a means of achieving a terminal and not of self-profit; In addition, if it is a self-end, its value must be relatively lower than that of
other objectives. Secondly, the ultimate objective must be to satisfy other wishes. Thirdly, the means by which we pursue their objective must not be blatant or malicious, so that they are more important than the value of the end; (for example) gassing children for the sake of future democracy (Russell 1938:201). [13] Fourthly, moral doctrines should seek
truth and honesty, not manipulation of others (Russell 1938:216–218). To implement these views, Russell advises the reader to discourage the cruel tempers that arise from the In addition, the reader should encourage the growth of constructive skills, which a person with an alternative to easier and more destructive options. Finally, they should encourage
cooperation and curb competitive desires (Russell 1938:219–220, 222). Taming an arbitrary rule Among questions that require collective ethics, Russell recognizes political rule, economic competition, propagandistic competition and psychological life. To make positive changes in each of these areas of collective behavior, Russell believed that power should
be made more fragmented and less arbitrary. In order to succeed in taming arbitrary political governance, Russell says the community's goal should be to encourage democracy. Russell insists that the beginning of reforms of all government conditions must require democracy. Even empty promises to oligarchs – for example, support for dictators allegedly
benevolent – must be considered fantastic. (Russell 1938:226) Moreover, democracy has been infused with respect for the sovereignty of individuals, so that the political body does not snooge on the tyranny of the majority. In order to prevent this result, people must have a well-developed distinction between persevering in collective combat and respecting
the judgement of the individual. (Russell 1938:227) Collective action should be limited to two areas. Firstly, it should be used mainly to deal with geographical problems, including issues relating to sanitation, transport, electricity and external threats. Secondly, it should be used when a form of individual freedom is a major threat to public order. for example, a
speech inciting a violation of the law (Russell 1938:227–228). The exception to this rule is a minority that densely populates a certain well-defined area, making political decentralisation a better option. In formulating his vision of a better size for the government, Russell faces a dilemma. He notes that the smaller the democracy, the more the citizens feel
empowered; The greater the democracy, the more the passions and interests of the citizens become inflamed. In both situations, the result is voter fatigue. (Russell 1938:229) There are two possible solutions to this problem: to organise political life in the interests of the profession, as is organisation; or arrange it by interest groups. (Russell 1938:229–230) In
the old days, men sold themselves to the devil to acquire magical powers. These days, they acquire those powers from science and find themselves forced to become devils. There is no hope in the world unless power can be tamed and brought into service, not by this or that group of fanatical tyrants, but by all mankind... for science has made it inevitable
that everyone must live or everyone must die. Bertrand Russell (1938:22) The federal government only makes sense to Russell, it has restricted the Powers. Russell advocates the creation of a world government from sovereign nation states (Russell 1938:197, 230–31). He believes that the task of a world government should be simply to ensure the
avoidance of war and the pursuit of peace (Russell 1938:230-31). On the world stage, democracy would be impossible, because an individual could have insignificant power over the entire human race. The last proposal to reform political policy is the idea that there should be a political balance in all areas of public service. The lack of balance between public
institutions creates a taying force for regression, which in turn undermines democracy. Russell emphasizes two conditions necessary to achieve balance. First, he advocates removing the legal status of confessions as evidence in order to remove the incentive to be recognized by police torture (Russell 1938:232). Secondly, two police branches are to be
created to investigate certain crimes: one to assume the innocence of the accused, the other to presumed guilt (Russell 1938:233). For Russell, competition is a word that can have many uses. Although it is most often intended to refer to competition between undertakings, it can also be used for competition between states, ideologies, categories,
competitors, trusts, employees, etc. On this subject, Russell finally wants to answer two questions: firstly, what kind of cases are technically wasteful? Secondly, in what cases is it desirable for non-technical reasons? (Russell 1938:176). In asking these questions, he has two concerns in mind: economic competition and competition for propaganda. The
question of whether economic competition is defensible or not requires a review of two aspects: the moral aspect and the technical aspect. According to the technician, certain goods and services can only be provided effectively by a centralised authority. It seems to be an economic fact for Russell that larger organizations were able to produce products by a
certain standard and are best suited to meet geographical needs such as railways and water treatment. Instead, smaller organizations (such as businesses) are best suited for creating customized and local products. (Russell 1938:176–177;234) According to Etikko, competition between states is on the same moral level as competition between modern
companies (Russell 1938:177). According to Russell's account, economic power and political power can both be destroyed: In democratic countries, the most important private organizations are economic. Unlike cabals, they can carry out their terrorism without illegality because they do not threaten to kill their enemies, but only to starve them to death.
(Russell 1938:147) They are morally of the same level, perhaps unsurprisingly, that the cure for political injustices is identical to economic injustices: namely, the institution of democracy in both the economic and political spheres (Russell 1938:234). By economic democracy, Russell means a form of democratic socialism, including, at the very least, the
nationalisation of selected industries (railways, water, television). For this to work effectively, he says, the social system must be such that power is well divided into the society of the autonomous people. (Russell 1938:238–240) Russell is careful to show that his support for nationalisation is based on the assumption that it can be done in the protection of a
solid democracy and can be protected against statist tyranny. If either condition fails, nationalisation is undesirable. When this warning is issued, Russell emphasizes ownership and control. He points out that nationalisation – which would allow citizens to jointly own the industry – would not guarantee any of them to dominate the sector. In the same way,
shareholders own parts of the companies, but the company is ultimately controlled by the CEO (Russell 1938:235). Russell sought to revise John Stuart Mill Control's teachings on propaganda is another matter. In forming his argument, Russell specifically targets the doctrines of John Stuart Mill. Russell argues that Mill's argument for freedom of expression
is too weak, as long as it is balanced with the principle of harm; if the speech is worth protecting for political reasons, it is likely to cause someone harm. For example, a citizen should have the opportunity to blame malicious governors, but that would certainly hurt the governor at the very least (Russell 1938:179). Russell replaces Mill's analysis by studying
the issue from four perspectives: from the perspective of governor, citizen, innovator and philosopher. Revolutionary action always threatens a rational governor, and he can always be expected to deny a speech that requires assassination. However, the governor would be advised to allow freedom of expression in order to prevent and reduce dissatisfied
subjects, and he has no reason to suppress ideas unrelated to his administration, for example, the copernian doctrine of heliocentrism. In this respect, the citizen understands freedom of expression mainly as an extension of the right to make peace, which could otherwise only be done through violence (Russell 1938:179–182). It is not customary for an
innovator to care about freedom of expression because they engage in innovation despite social opposition. Innovators can be divided into three categories: hard millenarians who believe in their doctrines to exclude everyone else and who only seek to protect their own faiths; virile Millennials who stress that revolutionary transitions must begin with rational
persuasion and stale guidance, then advocate freedom of expression; and progressives who cannot predict the direction of future progress, but recognise that a free exchange of ideas is a prerequisite for this. For a philosopher, freedom of expression allows people to exercise rational doubt and grow in their solvency tasks. (Russell 1938:182–185) In any
case, a citizen's right to disagree and decide on his governor is sacred to Russell. In his view, the real public square could be maintained by the state media, such as the BBC, which would be tasked with presenting a wide range of views on political matters. Some other subjects, such as art and science, must guarantee full and free competition between
ideas. (Russell 1938:185) The last debate at work concerns Russell's views on education. (Russell 1938:242–251) The citizens of a healthy democracy must have two virtues for Russell: the sense of self-confidence and trust necessary for autonomous action; and the humility required to submit to the majority of the world when it has spoken. (Russell
1938:244) The final chapter of Power: A New Social Analysis focuses significantly on the question of how to inspire confidence in students from a teacher's perspective. Two major conditions are needed. Firstly, the citizen/student must be free from hatred, fear and desire to submit. (Russell 1938:244–245) Economic opportunities contribute somewhat to the
student's temperament, so economic reforms need to be made to create new opportunities. However, the education system needs to be reformed, in particular in order to promote kindness, curiosity and intellectual commitment to science. A common feature of the students of the scientific mind is the balance between dogmatism and skepticism. (Russell
1938:246) In addition, the student must have good instructors who emphasize reason rather than rhetoric. Russell shows that a critical mind is an essential feature of a healthy citizen of democracy, since collective hysteria is one of the greatest threats to democracy (Russell 1938:248). In order to foster a critical mind, the teacher believes that the teacher
should show students the consequences of chasing emotions over their thoughts. For example, a teacher can allow students to choose an excursion between two different places: one fantastic place that gets a boring overview, and a shabby place recommended by influential ads. In teaching history, a teacher may view a specific event from a variety of
perspectives and allow students to use their critical sciences to evaluate each assessment. (Russell 1938:247) in all cases, the aim would be to promote self-growth, willingness to be prudent and responsive to evidence. (Russell 1938:250) The work ends with the following words: Fichte and the powerful men who have inherited his ideals when they see

children think: Here's some material I can manipulate... All this, for anyone with a natural affection for young people, is terrible; Just as we teach children to avoid destroying motoring if they can, we should teach them to avoid destroying cruel fanatics... This is the task of liberal education: to give an idea of the value of things other than supremacy, to help
create wise citizens from a free community, and to combine citizenship with freedom in individual creativity, so that people can give human life the brilliance that some few have shown they can achieve (Russell 1938:251). Historical context Power (1938) is written in the mind towards the political grievances that ruined the headlines of the day. The work
appeared on the brink of The Second World War and contains more than one sharp reference to the dictatorships of Nazi Germany and fascist Italy, as well as one reference to the neo-German Czechoslovakians. (Russell 1938:147) When his remarks deal with topical issues, they are often pessimistic. Although people hate each other, exploit each other
and torture each other, until recently they have respected those who preached a different way of life. (Russell 1938: 204; weighting added) As Kirk Willis pointed out Russell's prospects in the 1930s, he was rejected by the foreign and domestic policies of successive national governments, as well as the victory of totalitarian regimes on the continent and the
seemingly inevitable march into the war brought in their wake... Hoping that war could be avoided, and convinced that such a Europe-wide conflict would mark a new dark era of barbarism and bigotry, Russell gave voice to his despair in which agglomeration of peace? (1936) – not so much a reasoned defence of appeasation as an expression of defeat.
(Russell 1938:xxii-xxiii) Ultimately, Russell hoped, through his new analysis, to teach others how arbitrary power was tamed. He hoped that a stable world government would eventually be born, made up of sovereign nation states and would dissuade nations from war. In this context, this claim was made years after the dissolution of the League of Nations
(and years before the founding of the United Nations). Also many times during work, Russell also mentions his desire to see a kind of socialism take root. This was true for his reasons, at a stage in his career where he was convinced of the credibility of kiltasosalism. (Snowmobile 1994; Russell 1918) Critical reception at Russell, famous and epistemologist,
had many side interests in side interests politics and social philosophy. The paradigmatic public intellectual Russell wrote prolifically on the latter subjects to a wide and receiving audience. As one scholar writes: Russell's prolific output spanned the entire spectrum of philosophical and political thinking, and he has probably been read more widely in his
lifetime than anyone else in philosophy history (Griffin:129). However, those working in social sciences have neglected his writings in political philosophy. From the point of view of many commentators, Power: A New Social Analysis has not proved to be an exception to this trend. Russell later commented that his work fell quite flat (Russell 1969). Samuel
Brittan and Kirk Willis, who wrote the foreword and introduction to the 2004 edition (respectively), both noted a lack of relative success in work (Russell 1938:viii, xxiv–xxv). One of the reasons why power may be more vague than texts competing in political philosophy is that it is written in a historical style that is not guaranteed by its own theoretical objectives.
Willis noted that in retrospect, part of the responsibility for its poor reception... It's on the book itself. In fact, a work of political sociology or political theory does not provide a comprehensive new social analysis or fashionable new tools for social research that apply to the study of power at all times or places (Russell 1938:xxv). Willis's review, written more than
half a century after the original writing, is in some respects a gentler way of formulating the immediate reception of work. One of Russell's contemporary wrote: As a contribution to social science... or government research, the volume is very disappointing... In this pretentious volume, Russell shows only the most superficial knowledge of progress in the study
of social phenomena or in any specific field of social research, either through research techniques or aggregated materials or developed interpretations... it seems doubtful that the author knows what is happening in the world of social science. (Merriam, 1939) In fact, the foreword to the work openly states: As usual, those who look at the dotty opinions in
Russell's statements will find a few. (Russell 1938:x) However, some other modern reviews were more positive. George Orwell reviews Russell's book in The Adelphi. Orwell praised the first half of the book, saying: The most interesting part of Mr. Russell's book is previous chapters in which he analyzes different types of power - priestly, oligarchic, dictatorial,
and so on. Orwell, however, criticized the second part of the book. Orwell argued that Russell did not make a convincing case for creating a rational and tolerant society, but I hope that the present state will: Things aren't going to last. Orwell suggested that it did not prove that the slave society to which dictators are targeting is unstable. Orwell concluded his
review, praising Russell's writing, and said Russell basically had decent intelligence, a kind of intellectual chivalry that is far less common than sheer wit. (Orwell 1998: 313-314) Other researchers, such as Edward Hallet Carr, also found some use. (Carr 2001:131) Russell is routinely praised for his analytical handling of philosophical questions. One
(Griffin:202) quoted commentator notes that in the 45 years before Strawson's On Referring was published, Russell's theory was practically immune to criticism. There is no similar phenomenon in modern analytical philosophy. However, power and many of his later works of social philosophy are not manifestly analytical. Rather, it is a series of degrees in
semi-original subjects with narrative dominated by historical illustrations. Brittan, however, underlined the strengths of the presenting study by pointing out that it can be understood as an enjoyable rum throughout history, partly anticipating a part of the history of 1945 Western philosophy, but more extensively (Russell 1938:vii). In his autobiography (1967–
1969), Russell summed up the effects of Power, a new social analysis: In this book, I thought that the area of freedom was still desirable, even in a socialist state, but this field must be redefined rather than liberally defined. This doctrine I still have. The doctoral thesis in this book seems important to me, and I hoped it would attract more attention than it has
done. Its purpose was to overturn both Marx and classical economists, not on the basis of detail, but on the basis of their common basic assumptions. I believe that power, not wealth, should be a basic concept of social theory and that social justice should consist as much as possible of equalisation of power. As a result, state ownership of land and capital
was not progress unless the state was democratic, and even then only if methods were developed to curb the power of civil servants. Part of my doctoral thesis was taken and popularized in Burnham's managerial revolution, but otherwise the book fell quite flat. However, I still believe that what it has to say is very important if the evils of totalitarianism are to
be avoided, especially under socialist rule. [14] Notes, however, that it makes sense for him to talk about power to things and people. Modern industrial technology, for example, improves people's ability to process a wide range of materials. (Russell 1938:20) ^ This four-part design of social power is somewhat reminiscent of the AGIL Paradigm of the
sociologist Talcott Parsons. ^ However, this attribute is very Marx's scientists. See, for example: (Hodges, 1980). ^ There is no hasty solidarity in Russell's work. It is placed here to be given a name for a separate concept. ^ Despite the fact that hasty solidarity is one of the foundations for organisational cohesion, Russell stresses that it is not its only basis. He
argues, for example, that economic organisations and internal government bureaucracies flourish despite and not because of an external danger. (Russell 1938:10) ^ The latter class is one to which Russell never gives a name, and refers only to a very necessary separation or resignation (Russell 1938:27). ^ A more generally recognised work in social
sciences is a study by France and Raven (1959) on the basis of power. ^ Not all historians of science may be perplexed by this opinion. See, for example, the work of Pierre Duhem, who suggests that certain parts of the Galileo facility were in fact better guaranteed by scientific caution than by Galileo's scientific prudence. ^ The trend of hierarchies from
equality organisations is sometimes called the Iron Age of sociological literature oligarchy. ^ These protected remarks contradict C. Wright Mills' later, bolder remarks: Power is not about a man. Wealth is not at the heart of the person of the wealthy. Celebrity doesn't belong in any personality. Celebration, prosperity and power require access to large
institutions. (Mills 1956, mentioned in Andrews in 1996) ^ In recent years, however, fertile scholarship has claimed that all power is ultimately tied to social exchange. Social theorists such as Linda Mrom have developed the almost economic addiction theory of power, originally formulated by Richard Emerson. This branch of research tries to explain power in
addiction relationships that depend on the hedonic forces of punishment and reward. ^ Russell uses the term tacrat in this format. His naming convention has not been repeated here because Russell uses the term in a special sense to describe not only the religious state, but also Stalinist Russia or any totalitarian state (Russell 1938:152). ^ This is explicitly
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